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Abstract—Despite the massive growth of social media on
the Internet, the process of organizing, understanding, and
monitoring user generated content (UGC) has become one
of the most pressing problems in today’s society. Discovering
topics on the web from a huge volume of UGC is one of the
promising approaches to achieve this goal. Compared with
classical topic detection and tracking in news articles, identifying
topics on the web is by no means easy due to the noisy, sparse,
and less-constrained data on the Internet. In this paper, we
investigate methods from the perspective of similarity diffusion,
and propose a clustering-like pattern across similarity cascades
(SCs). SCs are a series of subgraphs generated by truncating a
similarity graph with a set of thresholds, and then maximal cliques
are used to capture topics. Finally, a topic-restricted similarity
diffusion process is proposed to efficiently identify real topics from
a large number of candidates. Experiments demonstrate that
our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on three
public data sets.

Index Terms—Maximal clique, Poisson deconvolution, similarity
cascade (SC), unsupervised ranking, web topic detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the rapid development of web technology, social
media websites have become convenient platforms

for people to assess the world and exchange their opinions.
However, the unprecedented explosion in the volume of web-
pages from social media has made it difficult for web users
to quickly access hot topics [34] and for web administrators
to systematically monitor web activities [10], [17]. Driven by
such practical requirements, for instance, Google, YouTube and
Sina have supplied a similar service called “Hot Topic Trend”
to help people grasp what are recently interested contents.
For this reason, there is an increasing need for techniques to
organize data into a meaningful and effective manner.
The task of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [3] is one

such effort to automatically organize news articles into topics.
Nevertheless, TDT mainly focuses on discovering topics from
professionally edited news articles [2] which are totally different
from User-Generated Content (UGC) on social media. The con-
tent of social media is more unconstrained and less predictable
than that of new articles. Due to the fact that the textual and vi-
sual information from social media tend to be short, sparse and
noisy [47], traditional approaches based on long and structured
text are not competent for this problem. Moreover, it is reason-
able for TDT to assign each news article into a topic [2]. Because
each professionally edited article focuses on a certain topic. In
contrast, social media usually contains many low-valued con-
tents which never evolve into any topic.
Therefore, it is a natural idea to detect topics from social

media with facing noisy, sparse and less-constrained data. To
adhere to the definition of TDT [2], web topic detection in this
paper is defined as the task of discovering of a tiny fraction of
webpages strongly connected by a seminal event from a large
amount of social media. An event is something that is coinci-
dentally concerned by most of web users. Note that web topic
detection is totally different from topic models [5], [6] that are a
suite of algorithms that model each text corpora as a mixture of
hidden themes. Recognizing that social media is heterogenous
data, such as hyperlink, time stamp, textual and visual infor-
mation, many literatures on web topic detection consider web
topics as clusterings from multi-modal data. Among the most
popular approaches is the similarity graph method which first
fuses multiple cues into a graph and applies graph-based clus-
tering algorithms [30], [46].
The key parameter in topic-as-clustering is the number of

clusterings. Intuitively, if the number of topics is large, the dis-
covered topics tend to be broken into multiple fragmental ones
which are highly sensitive to noisy features. On the other side,
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Fig. 1. System framework of our approach.

if the number of topics is small, a detection system would have
a relatively low recall, posing one challenge to clustering al-
gorithms. That is, clustering algorithms [15] should handle a
large number of irrelevant and noisy data. In fact, practical ap-
plications will not always know the real number of topics. Be-
cause people have to face the polysemous phenomenon caused
by short and less-constrained data during organizing topics–dif-
ferent ways to understand the semantic meanings of a webpage.
For instance, without enough contextual information, it is rea-
sonable to accept that a webpage about “car insurance” can be
categorized into the “traffic accident” topic or not.
The key notion of our solution is that unsupervised ranking on

multi-granularity topics can avoid the problem of determining
the number of topics. Multi-granularity topics have two poten-
tial benefits: naturally modeling the difference among person
in organizing topics and partially reducing the damage of miss-
coding of descriptors caused by spare and noisy data. However,
multi-granularity approach usually generates a large number
of overcomplete topics with mutual exclusion (e.g. a webpage
cannot simultaneously belong to two topics), overlapping (e.g.,
a topic about “car accident” may or not be the “traffic accident”
and vice versa), and subsumption (e.g. all topics about “car acci-
dent” are “traffic problem”). If topic patterns perfectly capture
all real topics, retrieval real topics from enormous topic can-
didates by interestingness is an intuitive approach. However,
ranking by interestingness is a non-trivial task, especially when
supervised information is expensive and difficult to be obtained.
In this paper, we seek both an universal scheme to generate

multi-granularity topics and an unsupervised ranking method,
based on two motivations. First, although an enormous volume
of literatures have been devoted to design topic patterns, there
is little attention about how to generate multi-granularity topics
with off-the-shelf algorithms. Second, we want to avoid disad-
vantages of classical ranking technologies such as learning to
ranking [22]: the requirement of training information. In sum-
mary, instead of following topic-as-clustering approach, we fac-
torize web topic detection into two stages: generating multi-
granularity topics and identifying real topics by unsupervised
ranking.
Fig. 1 shows the overview of proposed framework. The

input are offline webpages associated with metadata possibly
including user-generated tags, titles and visual information.
After these webpages are converted into a similarity graph,
we approach multi-granularity topics by considering the gen-
eration of topics as Similarity Cascade (SC). SC assumes that
seed topics germinate at high similarity layers, and then these
seeds gradually grow up by absorbing more webpages at low
similarity layers. When different webpages at different layers
are absorbed according to predefined topic patterns, multi-gran-
ularity topics are generated. During this process, Maximum
Clique (MC) is investigated to capture topics. Rather than
designing a special clustering pattern [23], MC only requires

that the similarities among all samples in a topic are larger than
a threshold, in the hope of alleviating the problem of improper
feature coding caused by noisy data.
Further in determining which topic candidate tends to be real

one, interestingness of topics is estimated by two factors: the
sizes of topics and the weights of topics to change a data set.
During computing these weights, Similarity Diffusion Process
(SDP) is proposed to decompose the similarity between two
webpages into several topics. Therefore, a webpage is approxi-
mately organized into different semantic meanings, and the pol-
ysemous problem is naturally handled.
The proposed method is simple, and yet exceptionally pow-

erful. By adopting MC as a clustering-like pattern to capture
topics and by introducing SDP to rank topics, we develop a
web topic detection method that exceeds the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches. In the experiments, we compare our method with four
state-of-the-art approaches [10], [17], [11], [46] and two alterna-
tives on three public data sets. Our main contributions are sum-
marized as follows.
• By considering the polysemous phenomenon, SC is pro-
posed to generate multi-granularity topics for the similarity
graph method [30]. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first to address the relation between multi-granularity
topics and the polysemous semantic meanings of topics.

• SDP is formulated as deconvolution process to decompose
a similarity into the relative weights, converting identifica-
tion of topics into an unsupervised ranking problem.

• To the best of our knowledge, we first propose accuracy v.s.
False Positives Per Topic (FPPT) to evaluate performances
at the topic-wise level, establishing a new benchmark for
web topic detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II re-
views the related work. We describe the details of our ap-
proach in Section III. Experimental results are presented in
Section IV and the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past decades, many approaches have been proposed
to find topics from news [3], [7], [4], blogs [37], web videos
[10], social images [29], etc. Therefore, we will not be confined
to web topic detection, and mainly survey the computational
approaches to discover topics in different tasks.

A. The Unsupervised Approaches
In the unsupervised approaches, it is reasonable to assume

that elements in a topic have higher similarities between each
other. Based on this assumption, existing approaches often
cluster social media into topics. Therefore, the main difference
among these approaches is how to define the objective func-
tions of clusterings.
The most popular way to define a clustering is to calculate

average intra-similarity within a topic. For example, Yang et al.
[45] proposed a classical framework in which the group-average
clustering was used to discover topics. In [42], an agglomerative
clustering method based on average pair-wise similarities was
proposed to group news into topics. Zhang et al. [46] proposed
that the dense similarity in a subgraph is used to grasp topics
by Graph Shift (GS) [21]. Cao et al. [10] first generated events
on video tags by -means, and then linked these ones into topics
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based on textual-visual similarity. The intra-similarity approach
tends to discover a small number of real topics (i.e., recall can
be relatively low), because simple intra-similarity often fails to
handle the sparse and noisy data which widely occur in social
media.
Instead of calculating the intra-similarity [10], [17], some ap-

proaches adopt ad-hoc clustering schemes. In [44], Nonnega-
tive Matrix Factorization (NMF) showed more accurate perfor-
mance than that of the spectral methods in document clustering.
He et al. [16] proposed periodic, aperiodic features and the char-
acteristics of word trajectory, for event detection in news. Re-
cently, topic models have been proposed to infer hidden themes
for document analysis, including Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [5], Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) [38], proba-
bilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [18] and various vari-
ations. These topic models generally work well on long and
structured documents [15]. However, these models tend to fail
on short and noisy text from social media since they are heavily
dependent on word co-occurrence. Therefore, text from social
media is often “cleansed” by NLP methods [15] or is enhanced
by auxiliary information such as hyperlink [23]. As a result,
these approaches are not directly extensible for topic detection
from social media.

B. The Side Information-Based Approaches

To handle these problem in the unsupervised approaches, in-
corporating the possible side information into clusterings could
probably guide clustering process. The existing approaches can
be divided into two groups: the outer information group and the
inner information group.
The approaches in the outer information group aim to uti-

lize possible cues from the other information channels beyond
itself. For instance, [37] proposed to use queries recorded in
searching engines to filter out false positive topics. Similarly,
[11] detected topics in a user-oriented manner and proposed a
query-guided topic detection method. In [26], by leveraging the
external sources such as online news and blogs, news videos
are clustered into a hierarchical structure. Often the most severe
drawback of these approaches is that the quality of side informa-
tion should be close to that of the supervised one. This hampers
the extension of this approach into web topic detection.
Instead of using the outer information, the inner information

group aims to exploit the possible complementary modalities
from data itself. One modality is often considered as the mu-
tual side information of the others. In this approach, there are
two important threads of research. One extends clustering algo-
rithms into the multi-modality data [6], [31], and the other is the
similarity graph method [30], a work based on multi-modalities
fusion.
In the former case, discovery of topics involves extending

single-modality based models into multi-modal data. For in-
stance, [28] proposed a 3S-LDA model which combines LDA
with temporal and spatial clusterings for news. Multi-modal
LDA [31] was proposed to group image with tags into topics.
In similarity graph method, multi-modal information is fused
into edges of a similarity graph. For instance, In [43], Wu
et al. used weighted similarity between Nearly-Duplicated
Keyframe (NDK) and text based on speech transcripts for
news videos. Compared with the extension of topic modelings

Fig. 2. Illustration of similarity cascade. (a) The similarity cascade. (b) The
multi-granularity topics.

[5] into multi-modal data, similarity graph is computationally
simple and noise-resistant [30], and is easily extendable for
other graph-based algorithms [1].

III. GENERATE AND IDENTIFY WEB TOPICS
This paper aims at proposing an approach which is expected

to generalize well in different modalities or multi-modalities.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of similarity, we use text infor-
mation as a case study to unveil the nature of web topics.

A. Preprocessing by Converting Data Into Similarity Graph
Given a data set, we build a graph to represent similarities

among data. The nodes represent samples, and edges be-
tween two nodes and denote their similarity. Any simi-
larity mapping can be used to convert the similarity between
two samples into a graph , where

. Given any two samples represented as feature vec-
tors and , instead of utilizing cosine
distance in classical text analysis [25], this paper adopts Nor-
malized Histogram Intersection (NHI) to measure the similarity

(1)

where and are the -th bin of the histogram and
, respectively. Because NHI has the noise-resistance ability,

which was experimentally verified in computer vision [14] and
was also successfully used in tag matching [11]. Moreover, our
unreported results discover that NHI has achieved better results
that both Euclidean and cosine distances.
As a preprocessing stage, similarity graph is a general frame-

work [1], [30], [10], where multi-modal fusion can be handled
with off-the-shelf methods [41], [1], [46]. Note that handling
noise and spare data in terms of enriching text feature space [19]
is not an optimal choice for preprocessing, as it is not directly
extendible for other modalities. In contrast, similarity graph is
expected to generalize well, as similarity can be computed by
any descriptor, such as, Fisher Vector (FV) [33] for images and
enriched text features for short text [19].

B. Multi-Granularity and Similarity Cascade
The polysemous phenomenon in organizing ambiguous data

tends to generate multi-granularity topics, if not enough contex-
tual information is provided. From the viewpoint of similarity,
Fig. 2(a) illustrates the generation of multi-granularity topics:
the semantic meanings of a topic gradually shift by absorbing
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Fig. 3. Comparison between HAC and SC on a toy data. (a) A toy data where
the weights of edges represent similarities. (b) The thresholds of SC and the cor-
responding MCs at each layer. (c) Dendrogram by HAC and the corresponding
clusterings.

different webpages at lower similarity layers, or new seed topics
generate at lower ones. This recursively happens in or across
different similarity layers. We call this process as SC.
This process drives topics into multi-granularity ones over

a series of similarity layers, clearly explaining the polysemous
phenomenon by overlapping and subsumption relationship
among topics. When a topic propagates over cascade, it
leaves a trace as multi-granularity topics, in the form of a set of
tuple which means that topic absorbs a set of nodes

above layer . If we denote the fact that cascade initially
starts from some seminal topic at the layer as ,
two-granularity topics across the -th layer are represented as

(2)

where is the topic at the -th layer
where similarity among two nodes is above . For instance,
Fig. 2(b) illustrates that a seed topic propagates from LY0 to
LY3, and two seed topics generated at LY1 evaluated into the
same topic at LY3.
In practice, SC can be simulated by quantizing similarities

into different layers, i.e., where is the
number of thresholds. At the layer , any off-the-shelf method
can be used to generate topics which finally form a candidate
pool (see Alg. 1).
We would like to mention Hierarchical Agglomerative Clus-

tering (HAC) [25], which is quite similar to our SC at the first
glance. Both of them seek for discovery of patterns in a hierar-
chical manner. However, they are different in motive and tech-
nique: 1) HAC is originally designed for hierarchically cluster
data and for analyzing the structure of a data set; SC is not for a
hierarchical clustering, but for handling the difference among
people to organize topics; 2) the clusterings of HAC depend
on the selection of a distance between a sample and a clus-
tering, while SC is a general framework where any off-the-shelf
method can be used to generate topics. In Fig. 3, HAC with
maximal distance and SC with MC are used to produce topic
candidates, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the simple dis-
tance and hierarchical clustering make HAC produce a smaller
number of topics than SC with MC. Therefore, SC has better
ability to model the polysemous phenomenon.

C. Maximum Clique as Clustering-Like Pattern
Rather than using dense clustering pattern [46], MC, a con-

nection-based pattern, is proposed to capture topics. The reasons
of introducing the connection-based pattern are three folds: 1) it
is unnecessary to design a perfect pattern, as topics from social

media tends to have multiple patterns; 2) connectivity in MC
can be considered as a relaxed clustering constraint, handling
multiple topic patterns; 3) connectivity in MC can model weak
correlations among data, since descriptors are not sufficient to
represent the semantic meanings. Therefore, by measuring con-
nectivity, MC is a clustering-like pattern to grasp diverse topics.

Algorithm 1: SC Generates candidates across cascade

Input A graph , thresholds
Output Topic candidates
Initialize ;
for each do

if
if

all candidates output by any algorithm on the ;
;

end

Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [9] is a classical method to find
MC, but it is time-consuming. Although a fast algorithm [39]
has been proposed, it is still too slow for our application sce-
nario, since we try to find all MCs from all similarity layers.
The Accelerated Algorithm (AA): The multi-granularity

topics at different layers have the same “seed” topic. Based
on this observation, many candidates that do not contain these
seed topics can be safely filtered out.
Definition 1: [The similarity between a node and a

topic] Given a node and a topic candidate , the
similarity between a node and a topic is defined as

, where is a node in the
topic .
Based on Definition 1, the AA algorithm is proposed to gen-

erate seed-related MCs as follows:
1. Divide the layers into the subset and the subset

by the parameter , i.e., ,
.

2. Identify seed topics by Alg. 3.3 from these
similarity layers .

3. Given a seed topic from the set , find the node set
for each layer in ,

and then extract the subgraph built by the node set .
4. Run Alg. 1 on the subgraph at the layers to find

new MCs set .
Fig. 4 explains this procedure on a toy example. A

“seed” topic {2,3,4} is first identified in Fig. 4(a), and then
Fig. 4(b) finds the subgraph with the corresponding nodes

. Fig. 4(c) expands the seed topic {2,3,4}
into two MCs, {1,2,3,4} and {2,3,4,5,6} from subgraph .
Moreover, MC {2,7} at the low layer has been safely filtered
out.
Theoretical Justification: In this subsection, we theoretically

justify that all candidates output by the AA algorithm are also
MCs.
Theorem 1: clique identified by AA algo-

rithm at the layer from the subgraph ,whose corresponding
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Fig. 4. Illustration of AA algorithm on a 7-node graph with two similarity
layers (best viewed in color). (a) A seed MC (in black box). (b) Node set
(in blue box), and extracted subgraph (in green box). (c) All MCs from
(in black box).

“seed” clique is , we have: , and
is also a maximum clique of graph at the layer .
Proof: We can prove all above claims by applying the prin-

ciples of reduction to absurdity. Due to the limited length of
this paper, we supply the detailed proof in the supplementary
material.

D. Identifying Topics by Deconvolution

Topic-Restricted SDP: The premise underlying SDP is that
a similarity between two webpages should be decomposed into
a set of non-negative ones, which really reflects the similarity
according to the context within each topic. The -th topic

can be formally represented as

(3)

where the indicator vector , ( ), and
the operation means that the diagonal of matrix is set to
zero. The -th bin of the is denoted as , where or
0 means that topic whether contains the -th node or not.
Ideally, if topics have the intersected edge

, we wish to model the relative weights as SDP

(4)

where are the edge-wise relative weights,
and is a noise term determined by different applications.
The edge-wise weights represent the possibility of a
webpage to be organized into the -th topic. However, SDP
(4) assumes that edge-wise weights in a topic are independent,
without considering correlation with other webpages in a topic.
To identify real topics by ranking, we restrict that all edges in

a topic share the same edge-wise weight by the topic-restricted
SDP

(5)

where are the topic-wise weights. Compared with
in (4), the shared weights in (5) are more reasonable

to rank topics: 1) webpages in a topic are presumed to describe
the samething; 2) the shared weights tend to avoid overfitting
problem during parameter estimation.

Ranking by Deconvolution: Estimating the weights in (5)
is a special case of deconvolution problem [32], [24]. The solu-
tion of (5) is based on the maximum likelihood estimation

(6)

Equation (6) assumes that the likelihood probability is condi-
tionally independent for each edge and similarities at in-
tersected edges are exchangeable among topics.
Reference [35] has proven that (6) is a concave function by

showing the second derivatives of (6) are negative semidefinite.
In order to optimize (6), we follow Theorem of [40] that the
sufficient conditions for to be a maximizer of (6) are Kuhn-
Tucker conditions, where all satisfy

(7)

and

(8)
To obtain the iterative solution for , we use the first condition
in (7)1 for

After adding the iteration index , we get

(9)

where . To understand
(9), we can consider that is the pre-
diction of a similarity diffused graph according to the current
estimation of the relative weight . Thus, can be con-
sidered as residual errors by the edge-wise division between the
similarity graph and the predicted one . The correlation
integrates residual errors according to the connected edges in
topics . The division operation by computes the rel-
ative weights according the number of the nonzero edges
in . Therefore, the updating rule (9) essentially computes a
non-diffused graph that would generate the similarity graph
. Typically, the algorithm starts with . The iterations

are stopped when , where is a predefined
tolerance to terminate this process.
Note that although (9) requires to compute the edge-wise sum

in a topic , sparse favors to estimate by the nonzero
edges. Therefore, the computational cost at each iteration is

(10)

where is number of the nonzero edges in topics , and
is number of the nodes in topics .

1The second condition in (8) is used to prove the convergence of the iteration
algorithm. For further details, we refer readers to [35].
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Fig. 5. Decomposition of a similarity graph by (9). (a) Original similarity
graph. (b) Topic-wise weights. (c) Reconstructed similarity graph. The numbers
mean similarities between two nodes (best viewed in color).

After the weights are estimated, the interestingness of a
topic is computed as

(11)

where is the number of objects in topic . Note that our
method during the evaluation adopts the Non-Maximal Sup-
pression (NMS) [13] to handle the problem that which one is
selected as the real topic if several topics intersect with each
others.
Example: Reconstruction and Ranking. A simple ex-

ample, illustrated in Fig. 5, decomposes a similarity graph
in Fig. 5(a) based on (9). The reconstruction, results from
topic-wise weights in Fig. 5(b), is shown in Fig. 5(c). The
larger topic-wise weight a topic has, the important this topic is
to reconstruct a similarity graph.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

A. Benchmark Data Sets
1. MCG-WEBV[10]. This popular data set is first proposed to

detect web video topics fromUGC.MCG-WEBV is down-
loaded from the “Most viewed” videos of “This month” on
YouTube and covers 15 YouTube categories. For this data
set, the surrounding text of each video is considered as
a set of words. Bag-of-Words (BoW) are used to encode
features.

2. YKS[46]. It is a cross-media and cross-platform data set
crawled on YouKu and Sina respectively. We only use text
cues on YKS in the following experiments. During the
pre-processing, YKS is tokenized by NLTK package, and
then TF-IDF is used to measure the importance of each
word. Finally, BoWs are used to code these TF-IDF into
descriptors.

3. Social Event Detection 2012 (SED2012)[29]. It consists of
167,332 photos captured between the beginning of 2009
and the end of 2011 with metadata including tags, geotags,
time-stapes, etc. Although SED2012 is originally designed
to perceive social events happened in the real world, we
here consider social events as special web topics if the ge-
ographic information is ignored. We evaluate our method
on Challenge 2 in SED2012:

Challenge 2 of SED2012, “find all soccer events taking place
in Hamburg (Germany) and Madrid (Spain) in the test collec-
tion”, is used to verify the effectiveness of our method.
The statistics of data sets are summarized in Table I. Dic-

tionaries of these sets contain multi-language words, as well

as user-defined abbreviations. Obviously, the text from social
media is shorter and noisier than news articles [47].

B. Evaluation
For MCG-WEBV and YKS: First, we follow top-10 to

evaluate performance on MCG-WEBV [10] and YKS [46].
Every detected topic is matched with the ground truth, and
then the highest top scores are averaged to measure the
performance

(12)

where is the precision,
is the recall, is a detected topic, is a ground

truth topic, and denotes the number of webpages in a topic.
Top-10 just considers the best matched 10 topics without
measuring false positives. Therefore, this paper proposes to
replace top-10 by top-10 v.s. number of generated topics,
if we only need to measure top- best results of a system. For
top-10 v.s. number of generated topics, if two methods
have the same top-10 score, the one with smaller number of
topics has better performance.
Second, we propose a topic-wise evaluation method, accu-

racy v.s. FPPT: if a topic is correctly detected, how many false
positives are caused by a detection system. More concretely, the
accuracy is defined as

(13)

A topic candidate is recognized as a successful detection,
if Normalized Intersected Ratio (NIR) is larger
than a threshold. Because grouping data into topics has to
face coherence problem: “even with relatively well written
text, one can learn topics that are a mix of concepts or hard
to understand” [27]. If a detected topic contains an element
from the groundtruth one, we still obtain a score. However,
human barely understand the meaning of this detected topic.
The threshold of NIR is used to remove the incoherent topics.
The NIR with 0.5 threshold is also widely used to indicate a
successful detection in computer vision [13]. In this work, we
also follow this choice. In fact, if we want the detected topics
to be more coherent, this threshold should be assigned a higher
value, e.g., 0.7. During evaluation, a higher accuracy indicates
a better result, if two systems have the same FPPT value.
For SED2012: SED2012 proposes to measure the perfor-

mance by Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [36], [29].
NMI in [36] is estimated as follows:

(14)
where is the number of data contained in the -th obtained
topic, is the number of data in the -th ground truth, and

denotes the number of data that are in the intersection be-
tween the -th obtained topic and the -th ground truth. NMI re-
ceives values in the range [0,1] where a higher value indicating
a better agreement with the ground truth.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF WEB TOPIC DATA SETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

C. Baselines and Alternative Approaches
1. Discriminative Probabilistic Models (DPM) [17]. The first

baseline comes from the unsupervised temporal discrim-
inative probabilistic model for news streams. We first re-
sort to its offline version to embed documents into the dis-
criminative feature space, and then the soft partition, vMF
mixture model [4], is used to generate topics. DPM has re-
ported better performance than LDA [5] in terms of discov-
ering topics on several testbeds for TDT. We implement
DMP to give fair comparisons on MCG-WEBV, YKS, and
SED2012.

2. Event-Clustering Based Method (ECBM) [10]. Different
from our scheme, the work [10] first clusters the tags
in each time units, and then uses both NDK and the tag
events are linked into topics. Note that this approach
involves many engineering details and hyper-parameters.
Therefore, we directly copy the reported results to give fair
comparisons on MCG-WEBV. While we also implement
this method by ourself and report the best tuned results on
YKS.

3. Multi-Modality Based Method (MMBM)[46]. The method
[46] usesmulti-modal information, i.e., NDKof videos and
text information, to build the similarity graph [30], and uti-
lizes GS [23] on this graph. Different from our method, this
work assumes that the elements in topic pattern should be
closely correlated. In addition, the visual and text informa-
tion is also used in this approach [46]. We compare our
work to [46] on MCG-WEBV, YKS and SED2012 data
sets.

4. Side-Information Based Method (SIBM)[11]. This method
extracts hot searched queries from search engines, and re-
fines the topics with an ad-hoc approach. This baseline
demonstrates that our approaches can achieve superior re-
sults without any outer side information on both MCG-
WEBV and YKS.

5. Ranking by Intra-similarity. As an alternative approach,
we do not decompose the similarity into topic-wise
weights, but directly compute Normalized intra-similarity
either By the number of Nodes (NBN) or By the number
of nonzero Edges (NBE)

where computes the number of nodes, and
computes the number of nonzero edges. These alternatives
demonstrate the effectiveness of the topic-wise weights in
identifying real topics.

TABLE II
TOP-10 (#TOPIC) SCORES OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES

TO REPRESENT TOPICS ON MCG-WEBV

D. Analysis of Our Approach

Analysis of Maximum Cliques: In this experiment, GS [21] is
considered as one of baselines, recently achieving the state-of-
the-art performance on MCG-WEBV [46]. LDA [5] and NMF
[20] are used as the other baselines, treating each topic as a
multinomial distribution of words.
First, the performances of different topic patterns are

compared in single-granularity scenario. Noticing that the
groundtruth number of topics in MCG-WEBV is 73 (see
Table I), for LDA and NMF, we generate a series of number
of topics ranging from 50 to 100. The number of GS [23]
automatically generates 179 topics while the number of MC is
determined by running BK algorithm on the quantized simi-
larity graph. As illustrated in Table II, top-10 scores of both
LDA and NMF achieve better performances when the number
of topics is larger than 73. Because the assumption that every
webpage should belong to a topic in both NMF and LDA does
not hold in social media, due to many noise and irrelevant data.
Moreover, MC achieves the best result among GS, LDA and
NMF at the cost of generating enormous number of topics.
Second, we consider the performances of topic patterns in

multi-granularity scenario. To obtain multi-granularity topics,
the numbers of topics in both NMF and LDA are assigned from
50 to 1000 with the step size 20. While both GS and MC are
generated across SC with a series of thresholds

. As shown in Table II, MC consistently
achieves best performance among LDA, MMF and GS.
The Effectiveness of SC: We use a SC with 11 layers, and

identify topics both in and across these layers. As shown in
Fig. 6, MC always achieves better accuracies (13) than GS [23],
[46] at each similarity layer. In particular, after the 0.7 level, MC
outperforms GS at least 20% accuracy. It means that the effec-
tiveness of SC is closely related to what kind of topic pattern is
used. Moreover, if multi-granularity topics are generated by SC,
the performances of both GS and MC are all consistently im-
proved. For instance, compared with accuracies at the 0.3 level,
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of generating topics by GS [46] and MC across SC.

TABLE III
COMPARISONS BETWEEN TWO ALGORITHMS

IN GENERATING TOPIC CANDIDATES

TABLE IV
EFFECTIVENESS OF RANKING FOR IDENTIFYING REAL TOPICS

the multi-granularity MC and GS increase 4.55% accuracy rate
and 25.00% one, respectively.
The Performance of the AA Algorithm: In this subsection,

we compare the performances of the AA algorithm with the BK
one. For the AA algorithm, we divide into two subsets by
setting .
Table III shows clearly that the AA algorithm accelerate the

time of identifying meaningful candidates. Moreover, com-
pared with the BK, the top-10 of the AA algorithm slightly
decreases from 0.969 to 0.953. These results indicate that the
AA algorithm may filter out some meaningful candidates at the
middle similarity layers.
The Effectiveness of Ranking by Deconvolution: We select

73 highest weighted topics from 13,646 ranked MC topics. For
the unranked scenario, we randomly select 73 candidates as de-
tected topics. This process is done 5 times, and the mean and
the standard deviation are calculated.
As shown in Table IV, top-10 score has been improved

about 45% after the unsupervised ranking. Unsupervised
ranking successfully retrievals more meaningful topics, justi-
fying the correctness of our hypothesis: the similarity diffusion
follows Possion noise.

E. Qualitative Comparisons With Other State-Of-The-Art
Methods

In this subsection, we compare the proposed approach on
other benchmark data sets. To make comparisons as meaningful
as possible, we use the same experimental settings proposed by
each data set.
Web-Video Topic Detection in MCG-WEBV: Table V shows

the comparisons among SIBM [11], ECBM [10], MMBM [46],
DPM [17] and our method. The results of SIBM, ECBM and

TABLE V
PERFORMANCES OF VARIOUS APPROACHES ON MCG-WEBV

Fig. 7. Comparisons between the state-of-the-art approaches and our method
by top-10 vs. number of generated topics on MCG-WEBV (best viewed in
color).

MMBM are directly copied from their papers, while the results
of DPM are implemented and tested on MCG-WEBV by our-
self. Note thatMMBM [46] recently reported the state-of-the-art
results on this data set.
From Table V, we can see that our approach demonstrates

the best overall performance when only short text cue is used.
ECBM achieves the worst performance than other methods. The
main explanation is that ECBM [10] totally depends on clus-
tering on tags and then utilizes the visual and temporal consis-
tency to link clusterings into topics. However, a few noise in tags
would greatly change the results due to the sparsity of tags per
video, making top-10 Recall remarkably low. Compared with
SIBM [11], we can see that top-10 Precision is very close to
our approach. As expected, the well selected key words from
queries naturally filter out many false positives. On the con-
trary, top-10 Recall of SIBM [11] is lower than both MMBM
[46] and our approach. The explanation is that these key words
from searching engines tend to have no correlation with these
topics generated from social media. Consequently, SIBM [11]
largely depends on the quality of side information. Among all
these approaches, MMBM [46] is difficult to achieve a high
top-10 Recall since the dense topic pattern is adopted [21]. In
contrast, our approach starts with connected-based topic pattern
and then tries to find all possible candidates. Therefore, top-10
Recall of our approach is much higher than that of all the other
approaches.
Top-10 v.s. number of generated topics is illustrated

in Fig. 7. Top-10 of our method increases quickly along
with number of generated topics. It means that our ranking
method can effectively retrieve top-10 topics at the cost of
a small number of false positives. For instance, to achieve
approximate 0.9 top-10 score, MMBM [46], SIBM [11] and
DPM [17] generated 179, 430, and 275 topics respectively on
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Fig. 8. Comparison among the state-of-the-art methods, alternatives and our
methods by accuracy vs. FPPT on MCG-WEBV (best viewed in color).

Fig. 9. Comparisons between the state-of-the-art approaches and our method
by top-10 vs. number of generated topics on YKS (best viewed in color).

MCG-WEBV, while our method only requires 70 topic candi-
dates. Consequently, top-10 v.s. number of generated topics
not only compares top-10 matched topics, but also measures
the number of false positives.
To further evaluate the topic-wise performance, the accuracy

v.s. FPPT, is computed. As shown in Fig. 8, our approach
(“Our( )”) (11) is consistently better than MMBM [46], DPM
[17], SIBM [11] and ECBM [10]. In addition, there are two
interesting observations in Fig. 8, as follows.
1) . Ranking by topic-wise weights (“Our( )”) outperforms

the alternatives (“ “ and “ “). It verifies that the
weights of reconstructing a data set is a nature choice to
estimate interestingness of a topic.

2) The combination of both size of a topic and its topic-wise
weight (“Our( )”) outperforms the topic-wise weights
(“Our( )”), although ranking by the size of a topic
(“Size”) has the worst performance. It means that the
interestingness of a topic has close relation with size of
topics, and we should combine it with the topic-wise
weights during ranking.

Web Topic Detection in YKS: YKS, a cross-platform data
set, requires to grasp more diverse types of topics than MCG-
WEBV. Fig. 9 shows that our method consistently outperforms
MMBM [46], DPM [17], SIBM [11] and ECBM [10], if the
same number of topics is generated. For instance, top-10
of our method is 0.96 while ECBM [10] is 0.78, when 200

Fig. 10. Comparison with other methods by accuracy vs. FPPT on YKS. Note
that the overlapped subfig zooms up the part of this figure where FPPT is from
0 to 20 (best viewed in color).

topics are used for both methods. Compared with the results
on MCG-WEBV, there is an additional observation on YKS.
Fig. 9 shows that both MMBM [46] and DPM [17] require to
generate much more number of topics than that of our approach.
For instance, MMBM [46] and DPM [17] have to generate 435
and 590 topics in order to archive 0.95 top-10 . In contrast,
our approach only generates 110 topic candidates. This illus-
trates the generalization ability of our approach across different
data sets.
Fig. 10 further shows that accuracy v.s. FPPT curves on YKS

data set. Our approach consistently outperforms these state-of-
the-art methods. By ranking interestingness of topics, our ap-
proach (“Our( )”) also consistently achieves better results than
these alternatives (“ “ and “ “) in the overlapped
sugfig of Fig. 10.
Interestingly, if we compare Figs. 8 with 10, sizes of topics

have a positive effect on MCG-WEBV but play a negative role
on YKS. That is, accuracy on MCG-WEBV is increased by
ranking sizes of topics in Fig. 8, while Fig. 10 shows that ac-
curacy on YKS is decreased by ranking sizes of topics. On the
other hand, combination of both sizes of topics and topic-wise
weights consistently achieves the best performance on both data
sets.
Challenge 2 in SED2012: For Challenge 2, SED2012 is

mixed with a lot of non-topic and non-soccer topic samples. To
reduce the search space, we follow the approach in [8] to iden-
tify multiple soccer stadiums for each given cities, and extract
all the dates and times of soccer matches from the beginning
of 2009 to the end of 2011 from playerhistory.com. Then, we
select the positive samples and the negative ones which are not
taken in given times. Finally, a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is trained to reduce the number of samples to 6,448.
Note that the provided text metadata are partially cleaned

by removing the stop words, html tags and camera related
words,i.e., “Nikon”, “35 mm”. Finally, TF-IDF is computed
from these text metadata including title, description and tags. In
the following experiments, both DPM [17] and our method only
use text cue; while MMBM [46] uses both text and visual cues.
Table VI shows that our approach consistently outperforms
MMBM [46] and DPM [17].
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TABLE VI
NMI (#TOPIC) OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES ON SED2012

Fig. 11. NMI vs. the number of ranked topics for our approach on SED2012.

Fig. 11 further illustrates the effectiveness of our unsuper-
vised ranking on SED2012. As illustrated in Fig. 11, using all
topic candidates (328 topics in our approach) does not guar-
antee the optimal performance since the best result is achieved
at the top 120 topics. It means that ranking by deconvolution
can efficiently identify these real topics. Moreover, NMI curve
before the top 160 topics oscillates intensively, but gradually
becomes smooth after the top 200 topics. This phenomenon
may be caused by two reasons: 1) if a candidate is wrongly
ranked, NMS tends to suppress the real ones which overlap with
the wrongly ranked topic, and 2) beyond sizes of topics and
topic-wise weights, there should have other factors to influence
interestingness of topics.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a web topic detection method

for social media based on multi-granularity topics and ranking
interestingness of topics, leading to results matching or sur-
passing the state-of-the-art methods on several data sets. More-
over, a new benchmark is established to measure topic-wise per-
formance for this task. The promising results of this paper mo-
tive a further examination of combination of multi-granularity
topics and estimating interestingness of topics. First, more ef-
fective topic patterns, like random methods, may scale up well
to large-scale problems over MC used here. Furthermore, the
heterogeneous cues should be embedded into a graph, as our
approach only depends on the similarity between two samples.
Moreover, more potential factors should be investigated into
SPD such as entropy rate [12].
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